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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine the most 

effective and at the same time the most economical means of 

administering a projective-picture test that has been design

ed to elicit information pertaining to the relationship that 

exists between a husband and wife in a marriage. Three ad

ministrative procedures were compared~ 1) having the sub

jects respond to the pictures orally while alone with the 

tester, 2) having the subjects write their response to the 

pictures while alone with the tester, and J) having the sub

jects write their response to the pictures while with a group .. 

Background of the Study 

As part of a study dealing with the relationship 

between interparental attitudes and the personality develop

ment of children, Schaloek and Morgan (8) have devised a pro

jective-picture test, the purpose of which is to assess the 

intramarital relationship. 1 Before attempting to establish 

lThroughout this study this test will be referred to as 
the M.I.T., the Marriage Interaction Test. 

1 
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the validity of this test it was deemed desirable, from the 

point of view of economy? to determine the simplest means of 

administering the test without impairing its usability. The 

present study was designed to answer this questiono 

Tradit1onally 9 the administration of projective instru

ments such as the M.I.T . has been on an individual oral 

basiso In order that the responses from this type of adminis

tration be usable for research purposesj they had to be record

ed. Methods of recording have varied considerably? but perhaps 

the most desirable from a research. point of view has been the 

verbatim recordings afforded by the use of tape or wire re

corders. The use of such a procedure, however, introduces 

the problem of economy because the responses must then be 

typed from the tape so that the researcher may have the re

sponses in a form that can be worked with indefinitely and 

in any number of wayso Such a procedure is expensive 9 and 

therefore generally prohibitive to studies requiring large 

numbers of cases or repeated testing of fewer individualso 

What is needed in research work ith projective instruments 

is a method of test administration that will ;u streamline~ the 

process of data collection, without seriously impairing the 

test's usability? and thereby enable the collection of greatly 

needed data at a less prohibitive cost (6 ) . 

One approach to nstreamlining r, the collection of" data 

with a test such as the M. I.T . is the use of written instead 

of oral responses, thereby doing away with the cost of typing 

the responses from the tapeo A further saving would be 



possible if it were found that group administrati on with 

written responses provided information similar to that ob

tained with either individual written or individual oral 

administration. 
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The study reported here addressed itself to the problem 

of determining the extent to which individual written and 

group written responses to the M. I. T. would be similar to 

those secured by individual oral administration. Also under 

consideration was the problem of whether one type of adminis

tration was markedly superior to the othero If either the 

individual written or group written administration of the 

test provided as much and as adequate information about the 

marital relationship as was obtained through the oral adminis

tration, certain practical benefits would result as the test 

could be used much more widely and in settings where it would 

be impractical otherwise. It would not only mean that re= 

searchers could use the M. I.T o more extensively in problems 

relative to marital satisfacti on and dissatisfaction 9 but that 

they also could investigate the test i tself more economically. 

Review of Literature 

There is some evidence in the literature that written 

responses to unstructured stimuli may provide as much infor

mation as oral responseso In a study comparing individual 

and group administrations of the Thematic Appereeption Test? 

Eron and Ritter (5) found that in general there was marked 

similarity between the stories obtained with the two 



procedures for administer ing the test, in fact~ the actual 

thematic material elicited by the two approaches was almost 

identical. The results of a similar investigation by Lindzey 

and Heinemann (6) suggest the equality or even slight super

iority of the group administration of the Thematic Appercep

tion Test over the oralj individually administered testo 

They attributed this superiority to certain qualities asso~ 

ciated in the group atmosphereo First of all, there is the 

much less important role that is played by the examiner in 

the groupo Also it is possible that there are social facili

tation effects that operate in the group situation to increase 

the story telling motivation of the subjectso In the same 

line of thought, Clark (2) has suggested that in some situa

tions the group projective method would probably have definite 

advantages over the individual method of administrationo 

Also relevant to the problem are the results of a study 

by Metzner and Mann (7) who found that self-administered 

questionnaires elicited responses to most questions that were 

similar to those obtained with open- end interviews o 

There is evidence, however 1 that suggests the advantage 

of the oral administration over the written administration.o 

Terry (9) compared differences in level of response to oral 

and written administrations of the Thematic Appercepti on 

Test, a nd f ound that written stories showed a significantly 

lower ave.rage level of response than did the oral stories o 

She suggested that this might indicate that subjects who were 

writing their responses became less involved in the test and 
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thus produced less personal materialo 

All of the studies mentioned above involve the Thematic 

Appereeption Test .. , While the M.I.T. utilizes some of the 

sai:ne principles as this test, generalizations ea.nnot be made 

on the basis of one to the other. It was neeessaryj there

fore» to demonstrate the similarities and differences found 

in written and oral administrations of the Mo LT. 



CHAPTER II 

PROC:t1;DUHE 

T'hJ.rty=f'iv-e subjects were used 1n the tnvestigationo 

Thi:rty=one of' these subjegts were majors in the School of 

Home Eco:nom:11,csj Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Collegeo 

Four were married women who had recently attended college but 

were no longer enrolled o Most of these persons were under·= 

graduates'.Y but a few wer·e enrolled in the Graduate Sehool., 

The criteria for the selection of the subjects were a.s 

follows g 

1., White 
2o Female 
3o Married (marriage intact) 
4 o College tra1.ning., 

No attempt was made to control in this sample such variables 

as age 9 socio=eir;;:onornic status 9 length of time married 3 number 

of children 9 or age of childreno 

The twelve stimulus pictures making up the Mo LT o were 

divided at random into three groups 51 four pictu,res to each 

group)-

1:rhe twelve pic;tures included in the Mo I o'I' o appear in 
Appendix A9 Po 330 

6 
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Each subject responded to four pictures orallyj four pictures 

individually with a written response and four with a written 

response under group conditions. This procedure enabled the 

control of variance errors due to individual differences in 

language facility, motivation,. and the like 9 as each person 

acted as his own control for each of the three administra-

tive procedures. To reduce errors resulting from the pre~ 

sentation of the pictures in any particular administrative 

order the subjects were divided into three groups? and the 

three groups of pictures were administ ered in rotating order. 

Group I took the individual oral administration first, fol

lowed by the individual written and the group wr ittin ad

ministrations. The subjects in group II took the individual 

written administration first? followed by the group written 

and the individual oral administrations. The subjects in 

group III took the group written admi nistration firstj 

followed by the indi vidual oral and the individual written · 

administrations. The design of this experiment is reproduced 

in Table I. 

Group 
Group 
Group 

I 
II 

TABLE I 

DESIGN OF EXPER IMENT g ASSIGNMENT OF SUBJECTS 
TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

ADMINISTRATION 

Pictures 1-4 Pictures 5=8 Pictures 9~12 

Indiv. Oral Indiv. Written Group Written 
Indiv •. Written Group Wr itten Indiv. Oral 

III j Group Written Indi v. Oral Indiv. Written 
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After each subject had completed all of the experimen= 

tal procedures, she was asked to rate the happiness of her 

marriage on a nine-poj_nt scale .1 The happtness ratings were 

used as a rough criterion measure again.st which the data in. 

the protocols could be tentatively validated? l.e., the eon= 

tent of the protocols relating to marital happiness elicited 

by each of the administrative procedures was correlated with 

the marital happiness ratingso These correlations were taken 

as evidence of the adequacy of the administrative pro<Ciedure? 

the higher the correlation coefficient the more valid the 

data .• 

Administration 

The subjects were first contacted by means of a letter 

that carried the signature of the Dean of the Division of 

Home Economicso 2 In this letter they were asked to come to 

the Research Center and talk with the writer further about 

the studyo During this interview the subjects were given some 

printed information describing the study 1 3 and a chance to 

ask any questions they wisheda 'fhose who were interested in 

participating in the project were assigned a time and place 

for the administration of the testo 

Each of the a.dmir1istra tion procedures is described belowg 

Ind.ividual Oralg Eaeh subject 9 during the administration of 

lThe scale for rating marital happiness appears in 
Appendix B, p., 39. 

2A copy of this letter appears in Appendix C~ p. l+Oo 

3This information appears in Appendix D, p. l+lo 
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the individual oral examination was alone with the testero 

The subjec ts were made aware of the fact that their responses 

were to be tape recorded. While looking at the first picturej 

they were given the following instructionsg 

I am going to show you some pictures. In these 
pictures you will see two stick figures. These figures 
represent a husband and wife in situations that appear 
frequently in married life. It is up to .you to decide 
which figure will represent the husband and which 
figure will represent the wife. 

I am goi ng to show you these pictures one at a 
time 9 and your task will be to make up a story for each. 
Tell what has led up to the event shown in the picture 9 
describe what is happening at the moment 9 what the 
husband and wife are thinking and feeling 9 and then 
give the outcome. Speak your thoughts as they come to 
your mind. To help you remember these instructions 9 
the words printed on this card (at this time a card 
was presented that had the words BEFORE, NOW, THINK 
AND FEEL, OUTCOME printed on it) will serve as guides 
in making up your story. Do you understand? Here is 
the first picture. 

These instructions were supplemented by the use of 

1vprobing 1v techniques to elicit additi onal information from 

the subjeets when further lnformation was necessary~ and to 

clarify or make more specific informati on which the respon= 

dent had already gi.ven (1) . These techniques consisted of 

such pr.i.rases as ~twould you tell me some more about that?n 

no I see 9 . you mean 0 • o 1a and then the interviewer summarized 

what the subjec& had said . The effect of such probing was 

simply to increase the intensity or •Vresponse getting11 power 

of the stimulus without changing its content or structureo 

After the subject had responded to the first cardj the 

instructi ons per t aining to the points to be i ncluded in the 

story were presented againo The responses were taped with 
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the awareness of the subjecto No limit was set upon the 

time the subject had to respond to any particular picture. 

Individual Writteng Each subject, during the administration 

of the individual written examination? was alone with the 

tester. The subjects were given the same instructions as to 

what to do with the pictures as they were given in the case 

of the individual oral administration 1 except instead of 

being asked to speak their thoughts ~ t hey were asked to write 

themo The following sentence was also added g 11You have five 

minutes to write your story about each pictureo 1n Probi ng 

techniques were not used i n this administrative procedure. 

The instructions given at the beginning of the test 

pertaining to t he points to be included in the stories were 

repeated to the subjec t aft er he had completed his response 

to the first pictureo Only five minutes were allowed to 

write the response to any one picture (6)0 One minute before 

the end of the time limit for any one story'} the subjects 

were warned to bring their stories to a closeo 

Group Written: For purposes of thi s administration the sub= 

jects came together as a group to take the tes to The sti mu= 

lus pic tures were presented to the group by means of a 

lant ern=slide projec: toro Each picture was shown for the 

entire five minutes of time allowed for WTiting the response 

to ito Wnile showing the group the first pic ture~ the same 

instructions were given as to what to include in their 

responses as were given to the subjects t aking the test under 

individual oral and individual written conditionso These 
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direetions were repeated after the group had completed their 

response to the first pictureo One minute before the end of 

the time limit for each story the subjects were warned to 

bring their stories to a closeo 

Marital Happiness Ratigg}lg After each subject had responded 

to all twelve cardsj she was asked to rate her own marital 

happiness~ It was pointed out to each subject that she did 

not have to give the rating if she did not wish to 9 but that 

the rating would be treated with confidence and that an 

import ant part of the study did depend upon obtaining an 

accurate rating of the marital happiness of mos t of the sub

jectso All subjects cooperated by provjding a marital 

happiness ratingo 

§£Qr ing_..2.f_.p_r o~.2.991§. 

The responses to the MoI.T. were coded i n terms of a 

<G lassificatory system tha t was a modif'icatl on of Dollard and 

Mowrer vs discomfort=reli ef quotient ( 3) o Ea~h 11 thought uni t~0 

within a protocol wa s s~ored i n terms of its evidenc ing 

satisfacti onj dissatisfact i on or neutrality. Thought units 

were labeled as evidencing satisfaetion if they were 

characterized by feeling qualities of happiness 9 reward 9 

pleasantness 9 pleasurableness 9 relaxation) comfort 9 or any 

other eivdence of a reduction_2f unpleasant tension or of the 

]resenee Qf or increase in 12.leasuyable tensiona Thought 

units were labeled as evi dencing dissatisfa~t i on if they 

were characterized by feeling qualities of unhappi ness 9 un~ 

pleasantness 9 pa i n j sufferi.ng 9 want, discomfort or any other 
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evidence of unpleasant tensi on . Thought units were labeled 

as evidencing neutrality if neither of the feel i ng qualities 

of satisfaction or dissati sfaction were not expressed or if 

they were expressed i n ~~proximat~l~e_g_ual amountso 

Rationale for this Scoring Proc~~g Since the study centered 

around marital satisfacti.on and dissatisfaction, it may seem 

that the procedure used i.n scoring the protocols should have 

focused on only those thought units that stated behaviors or 

feelings explic i tly related t o the marital relati onship. 

There are several diff'icul ties inherent in such an approach. 

1 ) The problems involved i n identifying or delineating these 

thought units from those that involvej for instance 9 family 

relationships are greato 2) The fact that statements that 

appear to be totally unrelated t o the mari tal relat1onshi p 

may in reality reflect very poignantl y the marit al relation= 

ship increases the di ff iculty of deciding what units to scoreo 

3) If criteria as rigid as iv o o. cons ideri.ng for marital sa t i s~ 

faction=dissatisfact i on classificati on only those uni ts that 

i nvolve explici.tly specified husband~·wife i nterac:tionll:1) are 

to be used 9 the number of units that are classifiable are 

exceedi.ngly fewo On a superfi.cial check~ the sati sfaction·· 

d issatisfacti on rat:J.o deri ved 'by this method of anal ysis 

varied considerably from the ratio deri ved by use of the pro

cedure that rated ilfil".I: thought uni t for evi dence of simple 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction expressed i n terms of tens i on 

and tens i on reductiono 

With these diff icult i es in mind that a ~company a scoring 
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system foeused on marital satisfaetion~dissatisfaetion peA 

~' it was proposed that the analysis of the protocols be 

made simply in terms of-§!.t1stactiori and- dissatisfaction- d~-

fined primarily in terms of tension and tension reduction. 

There seemed to be some justification of a positive nature 

for this procedure; Firstly 9 it is reasonable to assume that 

there is a rather high correlation between the over-all satis~ 

faction-dissatisfaction state of a marrj_ed person and his or 

her state of marital satisfaetion-dissatisfaetion. Thus, by 

seoring each unit for satisfaction=dissatisfactton one may 9 

in reality, not have arrived at too erroneous an index of 

marital satisfaction-dissat1.sfaction. Seeondly9 since the 

pictures and the instructions accompanying the pictures were 

structured in such a way as to foeus the respondents attention 

on marital interaction, it is doubtful whether enough respon

dents talked enough about factors that apparently did not re

late to the marital relationship to contaminate appreeiably 

the results. Thirdly 9 by scoring every unit for satisfaetion, 

dissatisfaction~ or neutrality, all the data available was 

used~ i.eoj it was not necessary to label some tmfts as •~not 

pertinent .. n 

~er Reliabilitx_g Rater reliability was demonstrated for 

the_identification of thought units .P_?r ~, and for the coding 

of these units, i.e., labeling eaeh unit in terms of its 

expression of satisfaction9 dissatisfaction or neutral quali

ties. Although Dollard and Mowrer (3) were able to demon~ 

strate adequate rater reliability in the coding of thought 
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units without first establishing reliability on the identi

fication of the thought units per~~ it was decided that for 

this study methodologically it would be more desirable to 

demonstrate the raters' ability to first identify thought 

units before they attempted to establish reliability for the 

coding of these unitso Reliability measures were obtained 

on sample protocols prior to the eoding of protocols that 

were used as a source of data for the studyo 

Three specialists in the area of family relations and 

child development worked with the writer in establishing 

reliability., Special training sessions were held to familiar= 

ize all raters equally with the directions1 for identifying 

the thought units and for coding these units in terms of 

satisfaetion9 dissatisfaction~ or neutrality. 

After several training sessions using sample protocols 

as a basis for practice and discussion, the raters each 

coded ten new sample protoeols independently for identifica

tion of thought units and the labeling of these units .. Seores 

were then compared in terms of the per cent of agreement 

between each of the ratersj this percentage being found by 

the formula 
number of agreements 

per Gent of agreement= ---·--------------
number of agreements /. disagreements 

The protocols were analyzed to determine the consis= 

tency with which the raters agreed on the identification of 

1A statemen'.; of the essential directions that were used 
in the identification of thought units and the coding of 
these units appears in Appendix E? Po 420 
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thought unitso If two raters differed on the identification 

of a thought unitj it was treated as a disagreement for both 

raters, but was corrected by these raters before they proceed~ 

ed with the coding of the uni.ts for satisfaction, dissatisfac

tion, or neutralityo 

The reliability data for identifying ~thought units~ is 

presented in Table IIo 

TABLE II 

PER CENTS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN SCORERS A, B, C, AND D 
IN IDENTIFYING HTHOUGHT UNITSn 

A and B A and C A and D Band C Band D C and D Average 

95% 92% 92% 

As evidenced in Table II, eaGh of the four coders were 

approximately equally competent in identi.fying thought unitsj 

the average per cent of agreement being 940 This percentage 

of agreement between independent coders was taken as evidence 

of the ability of several independent raters to identify 

thought units accurately, and thereby to enable the writer 

to identify these units independently~ 

After reaching an agreement on the identification of 

the thought units on which the raters initially evideneed 

disagreement, the raters then proceeded with the coding of 

the units for satisfaction~ dissatisfaction, or neutrality. 

If two raters differed on the coding of a unit~ it was 

treated as a disagreement between these two raterso Scores 



were then co:mpared in terms of the per cent of agreement 

between each of the raters. The reliability data for the 

coding of each thought unit as e;xpressi:ng sa,tis-fa.e:tion·9°• 

dissatisfacti9n?. o:r neutral::'.!.ty appears in Table IIL 

TABLE III 
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PER CENTS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN RATERS IN LABELING THOUGHT 
UNITS EXPRESSING SATISFACTION, DISSATISFACTION~ AND 

NEUTRALITY 

A and B A and C A and D Band C Band D C and D Average 

86% 90% 86% 88% 

As evidenced in Table III, the average per eent of agree~ 

ment between raters for the coding of thought units in terms 

of satisfaction, dissatisfaetion, or neutrality was 87 9 with 

no single coder being particularly unreliableo These data 

were taken as evidence of the ability of several independent 

raters to label thought uni.ts accurately., and thereby to 

enable the w1•iter to label these units lndependentlyo 



CHAPTER III 

RESDLTS 

The purpose of this study was to determine the most 

effective means of admin.i.stering a projective-picture test 

designed to elicit information pertaining to the relation

ship that exists between a husband a wif'e in a marr.:i.age .. 

The primary analysis used in determining the relative 

effectiveness of the three administrative procedures in~ 

volved a comparison of the ratio 

satisfaction units~ dissatisfaction units 

satisfaction f dissatisfaction~ neutral units 

for each of the three administrative procedures~ The use of 

a ratio such as this eliminated the problem of varying lengths 

of the protocols in ascertaining which procedure provided the 

most relevant information (satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

units) in relation to the over=all ec:onomy of the procedure .. 

The significance of the differences between the ratios 

were computed with the following formula g .· 

This formula may be found in Edwards (4, Po 88)" 

'I"he ratios for the three administrative proeedures are 

compared in Table IVv It will be noted that the ratio for the 

group written procedure was significantly greater than the 

17 
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TABLE IV 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PROPORTIONS 
OF SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFAC'rION UNITS TO TOTAL 

UNITS FOR THE THREE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

Proportion t-value Level of .... significance 

Individual oral (.416) - lo3'7 
Individual written (.434) 

-· 
Individual oral ( .416) 

60714 0001 
Group Written (o 5'10) ·t, 

Individua1·wr1tten ( )+34) 
5.507 .001 

Group written (. 510) 

ratios for the individual oral or the individual written 

administrationso The significance of the difference between 

the ratios for the individual oral and the individual wri.tten 

administration was not significanto These results point to 

the superiority of the group written pro4;;edure in eliciting 

content that may be labeled as evidencing either satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction in relation to the total eontent expressed. 

A further analysis used in determining the relative 

effectiveness of the three administrative proeednres involved 

a comparison of the frequenci.es of the satisf'all:!tionj dissatis= 

f'aetion,- neutral, and total units elicited by each of the 

three administrative proeedureso The data relevant to this 

analysis appears in Tables V? VI and VIIo The formula used 

in eomputing the 1 analysis for correlated samples wasg 
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/ /\/ N(N=·l) 

This f'ormula may be found in Wert 11 Neidt and Ahmann (lOj) 

p., llfl)o 

Upon inspection of' Table v, it will be noted that there 

were no significant differences in the frequency with which 

the various uni.ts appeared w.i th the individual oral and indi-

vidual written administrative procedures.. 'rhese data are in 

line with the results of the ratio analysis appearing in 

Table IV .. 

TABLE V 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MEAN FREQUENCIES 
OF a) SATISFACTION, b) DISSATISFACTIONi c) SATISFACTION AND 

DISSATISFACTION, d) NEUTRAL, AND eJ TOTAL UNITS FOR 
INDIVIDUAL ORAL AND INDIVIDUAL WRITTEN 

ADMINISTRATIONS 

Satisfaction 
Units 

Dissatisfaetion 
Units 

Satisfaction 
and Dissatis-
faction Units 

Neutral Units 

Total m.mi.ber 
of Units 

Individual 
Oral 
Mean 

10,,2 

8 .. 11 

18.,31 

25.,71 

44003 

Indivi.dual t 
Written Value 

Mean 

9.,51 .62 

7,.54 .. 51 

l? .. 05 ,,86 

22.,26 1.,47 

39031 lo51 

Level of 
Signif'1.= 

cance 
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Table VI contains comparative data for the individual 

oral and group written admini.stra tive pro,c:edures., It will be 

TABLE VI 

S IGNIFICANGE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ME.AN FRECJUENCIES 
OF a) SATISFACTION~ b) DISSATISFACTIONi c) SATISFACTION AND 

DISSATISFACTION 1 d) NEUTRAL, AND e; TOTAL UNITS FOR 
INDIVIDUAL ORAL AND GROUP W'RITTEJ\T ADMINISTRATIONS 

Satisfaction 
Units 

Dissatisfaction 
Units 

Satis:facti.on 
and Dissatis
faction Units 

Neutral Units 

Total number 
of Units 

Individual 
Oral 
Mean 

10o2 

8011 

18.,31. 

25,,71 

44003 
------

,. -~· -·-·-------·---·--·-
Group 

Wr:ttten 
Mean 

9 .. 43 

9.,6 

19003 

17 .. 11 

36 .. 14 

t 
Value 

081 

L,65 

063 

3.35 

2,,37 

Level of 
Signifi

cance 

oOl 

005 

noted that the satisfaction and dissatisfaction units for the 

indiYidual oral and group written administrations did not 

have frequencies of appearance that were significantly dif

f'erent., However~ the neutral and total number of uni.ts did 

reveal di.fferenees that were significant.. These data may be 

taken as evidence of the superiority of the group written pro·~ 

cedure to the individual oral in that it provided as many 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction units as the ind:ividual oral 

whlle at the same time yi.elding significantly f"ewer neutral 

units 9 Leo, the protocols tended to be significantly shorter 
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than for the individual oral administration .. 

Table VII contains comparative data for the individual 

written and group written administrative proeedureso It will 

TABLE VII 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MEAN FREQUENCIES 
OF a) SATISFACTION, b) DISSATISFACTION< c) SATISFACTION AND 

DISSATISFACTION, d) NEUTRAL, AND eJ TOTAL UNITS FOR 
INDIVIDUAL \'1RITTEN AND GROUP WRITTEN ADMINISTRATIONS 

Satisfaction 
Units 

Dissatisfaction 
Units 

Satisfa4l';tion 
and Dissatis-
faction Units 

Neutral Units 

Total number 
of Units 

Individual 
Written 

Mean 

9. 51 

7o54 

17.05 

22.,26 

39.31 

Group 
Written 

Mean 

9 .. 43 

9.6 

19.03 

17 .. 11 

36.14 

t Level of· 
Value Signifi~~ 

cance 

.,08 

2.04 

1.,56 

2.79 

1.,53 ........... 

be noted that the group written procedure yielded signifi

eantly more units that could be classified as dissatisfaction 

and significantly fewer neutral units than the individual 

written administration .. These data may be taken as evidence 

of the superiority of the group written procedure to the 

individual written in that it provides significantly more 
f, 

dissatisfaction units than the individual written adminis-

tration while at the same time yielding significantly fewer 

neutral units.,, 



In an effort to determine which administrative proced~re 

provided information that was most meaningful 9 the satisfac= 

tion units of ea~h procedure were correlated with the subjects 

ratings of their own marital happinesso The formula used in 

computing this correlation wasi 

r xy ;J (:tx2) (i: y2) 

The formula may be found in Wert 9 N"eidt, and Ahmann (10~ Po 8l)o 

The correlations for the happiness ratings and the 

satisfaction units expressed in individual oral 9 individual 

written and group written procedures,are shown in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII 

CORRELATION BETWEEN MA..BITAL HAPPINESS RATINGS AND 
SATISFACTION UNITS EXPRESSED IN INDIVIDUAL ORAL, 

INDIVIDUAL WRITTEN AND GROUP WRITTEN ADMINISTRATION 

Administration 

Individual Oral 

Individual Written 

Group Written 

Happiness Rating 

---~··-------= 
,,0137 

.. 0307 

-0038 

It will be noted that a very sllght positive relationship 
~ 

existed between the marital happiness ratings and the satis-

faction tmi ts expressed in the individual written procedure? 

while a sli,ght negative relationship existed between the 

marital happiness ratings and the satisfaction units ex-

pressed in the individual oral and group written procedureso 
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On the basis of these data 9 whieh may be interpreted as 

validity coefficients, it would appear that the information 
• ,,,, -, I 

pertaining to marital happiness elicited by the MoI.T. with 

these three administrative procedures has little validity or 

meaning. These data will be discussed at some length in the 

following Chapter .. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

~i:he results of this study ind:tca te that in terms of 

economy and in terms of elici.t:tng thought uni ts that could 

be (IJ;lassif·'ied as evidencing dissati.sf'act:l.on? the group 

written adrninistrat:ton is superior to either the individual 

oral or the individual written adm1.nistra tions o There were 

no apparent differences in the effectiveness with which the 

three administrative procedures elicited thought units that 

could be classified as evidencing satisfactiono Thus, it 

would appear that from the poi.nt of view o±" economy and from 

the point of view of effectiveness in elicit:i.ng material that 

can be classified as either satisfaction or dissatisfaction 9 

the most adequate administrative procedure to accompany the 

Mo LT. would be the group 'W'I'i tten administration., These 

results are in keeping with what has been found in similar 

studies using the ·rhema tic .Apperception Test ( 5., 6) o 

The apparent superiority of the group written procedure 

found in this study and otl1ers would seem to be attributable 

to eertain qualities associated with the group situationo 

First of all 9 in a group the role that is played by the 

interviewer is probably less important than tt is in an 

individual testing situation, for a group s:i.tuation tends to 

min::tmize the lnfluence of the personality and skill of the 

24 



i.nterviewer· on the subject: s perf'ormant<teo Second, :it would 

seem that the subject would be more likely to have a greater 

sense of anonymity in a group situati.on, and t:hereby feel 

freer to reveal certain kinds of i.nformat:i.on than he would 

under conditions where he was forced to state his stories to 

an individualo Third, it may be that there are certain social 

effects that operate in the group situation beeause of group 

identity? increased anonymity, or some other reason, to 

increase the story telling motivation of the subjects. In. 

any eventj there seems to be something about the group situaq 

tion that inspires more freedom of expression of feelings 

while at the same time decreases the total length of the 

protocols. 

The implications of these results for users of the M.Io'L, 

and perhaps for users of any test similar to the Thematic 

Apperception Test, are important. 'I'he great saving of time 

that is possil:ile through group admin:lstration of projective 

tests makes practical more adequate normat:i:ve information and 

a more detailed study of the essential properties of projeH-; .. 

tive instrumentso 

The group administration could also be used to an adc· 

vantage where an investigator was interested in l:L:mited 

properties of large numbers of subjects" or where he wished 

to screen large m:unbers of subjects for partieu.lar quali ti.es o 

It shoiild be pointed out, however, that the traditional 

method of adm:lnistra tion 9 Le. 1 tb.e individual tee'.!hnique 9 

may represent a more valuable approach to lndividual 



diagnosis beeause of the valuable :i.nformat:i.on that can be 

obtained through the opportunity to observe the subject in 

the process of taking the test, and ·because of the possi

bility of encouraging, adapting~ in.quiring and probing during 

the test administrationo 

The preeeding comments are without reference to or are 

not made in the light of the results of the validation aspect 

of the study. It will be recalled that when the satisfaction 

units elicited by the three administrative procedures were 

eorrelated with the subject 1 s ratings of their own marital 

happiness, the relationships found were very low or negative .. 

Although this was a rather incidental attempt to check on 

the validity of the results obtained with the M.I.To and the 

administrative proeedures in question, it was nevertheless a 

measure of validity, and the coefficients obtained did not in 

any way indicate the validity of the responses elicited. 

There are several sources of error that could ac:eount i.n 

part for the low validity coefficientso In the first plaee 

is the question of the adequacy of the projective approae;h 

to measuring interparental att1.tudes 9 ioeo 9 will unstructured 

stimuli of the sort used in the MoI.T~ call forth projeetions 

based on personal experienees of the subjeets in their own 

lives~ or are the stories elicited by these stimuli unrelated 

to or at best only partly related to the subje~tv s _personal 

family experien~es? Whether or not this is the ease will be 

known only after the instrument has been subjected to the 

validation studyo Secondly, tne marital happiness ratings , , 
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may well have been invalido Since the subjects gave their 

ratings under conditions that lacked anonymity 9 and since 

they were aware that their ratings were to be used in a 

further analysis, it may be that they adapted their ratings 

to these conditions. Some evidence to this effect was the 

fact that in all but one instance the marriages were rated 

as being uuvery happy, w io e. $1 in the eighth and ninth inter

val of a nine interval scaleo 

Thirdly, the method of analysis used in the study may 

not have been appropriateo It will be recalled that the 

method used employed the classification of tbought units 

into those evideneing simply satisfaction~ dissatisfaction, 

or neither; units were not labeled in terms of expressed 

marital satisfaction or dissatisfactiono It remains to be 

seen whether or not an analysis of the same data using a 

system of classification based on marital satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction would yield results that would be different 

from those obtained in the present studyo 

Until all of these possibilities are checked by further 

research no final conclusions can be drawn in regard to the 

validity of the responses elicited by the M.I.T. with each 

of the administrative procedures in question 1 but tentatively 9 

one is faced with the conclusion that the responses are not 

valid .. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to determine the most 

effective and at the same time the most economical means of 

administering a projective-picture test that has been de~ 

signed to elicit information pertaining to the relationshi.p 

that exists between a husband and wife in a marriage. To 

accomplish this 9 three administrative procedures were com~ 

pared g 1) having the subjects respond to the pictures orally 

while alone with the tester 9 2) having the subjects write 

their response to the pictures while alone with the tester 

and 3) having the subjects write their response to the pie~ 

tures while in a group situation. 

The twelve pictures making up the test were divided 

into three groups9 four pictures to each groupo Each subjec t 

responded to four pictures orally, four pictures individually 

with a written response and four with a written response 

under group conditions. The thirty-five subjects participat

ing in the study were divided into three groups and the three 

groups of pictures were admini stered in rotating order. Group 

I responded to the pictures with the individual oral adminis= 

tration first, followed by the individual written and the group 

28 
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written administrations. The subjects in group II responded 

to the pictures with the individual written administration 

first~ followed by the group written and the individual oral 

administrations. The subjects in group III responded to the 

pictures with the group written administration first, followed 

by the individual oral and the individual written administra-

tionso 

Upon completion of the three administrati.ons of the test 

the subjects were asked to rate their marital happiness. The 

happiness ratings were used as the cri.terion against which to 

establish an estimate of the validity of the responses elicit

ed by the three administrative procedures. 

The responses to the stimulus pictures were coded in 

terms of thought units with each thought unit being scored 

for evidences of satisfaction, dissatisfaction or neither. 

Four raters were able to demonstrate reliability for identi~ 

fying the thought units and labeling them. These reliability 

figures were found by an item by item comparison of sample 

protocols scored by the raters independently9 and were ex

pressed in terms of the per cent of agreement between the 

raters on the identification of the thought units and the 

labeling of these units. The formula used to calculate the 

per cent of agreement was 

per cent of agreement= number of agreements 

number of agreements f disagreements 

Average rater reliability for the identification of thought 
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units was 94 per cente Average rater reliability for the 

labeling of the thought units was 87 per cento After relia

bility had been established, the responses that were to be 

used for purposes of the study were scoredo 

Conclusions 

On the basis of the results of this study, several 

conclusions seem justified i 

1) The group written procedure for eliciting informa

tion with the M.I.T. is equal to either the individual oral 

or individual written procedures in eliciting responses that 

can be labeled as evidencing satisfaction. 

2) The group written procedure is superior to t he indi

vidual written procedure in eliciting responses that can be 

labeled as evidencing dissatisfacti.ono 

3) The group written procedure is economically superior 

to both of the other administrative procedures because of its 

tendency to elicit significantly shorter protocols and because 

it may be administered to more than one person at one timee 

In view of these conclusions it would seem that the group 

administration of the M.I.T., or perhaps any projective test 

resembling the Thematic Apperception Test 9 would be especially 

useful for normative studies 9 f'or identifying properties of 

large numbers of subjects 9 for screening large numbers of 

subjects for particular qualities, or for studying the 

character i sti cs of the t est its elf. 
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APPENDIX B 

SCALE FOR RATING MARITAL HAPPINESS 

As a part of this research project we would like you to· 

rate as accurately as you can the happiness you experience in 

your own marriageo When considering your mari.tal Hhappiness'~ 

think in terms of the satisfaction and enjoyment you ftnd in 

the personal relationship you have with your husbando Try 

not to base your happiness rating on other considerations 

such as enjoyment of children and friends, satisfaction with 

your home or enjoyment of life in ge.neral.. For purposes of 

this rating 9 marital happiness should be thought of as the 

mutual satisfaction and enjoyment you and your husband ex

per:i.ence in your relationship with one another .. 

In making your rati.ng think 9 and rate very carefullyo We 

need as aecurate a rating as is possible :for you to make .. 

Rate your marital happiness on the scale below .. Indicate 

your rating on a separate slip of paper by writing the number 

on the paper that is in the box that most nearly describe's 

your own marital happiness& 

l 

Very 
Unhappy 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Neither 
Particularly Unh.appy 

110!" 
Particularly Happy 
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Very 
Happy 



Off'tee of 
the Dean 

.APPENDIX C 

LETTER TO PROSPECTIVE SUBJECTS 

Oklahoma 
.Agricultural and Mechanical College 

Division of Home Economics 

STILLWATER 

March 611 1956 

We would like to ask your cooperation in a research 
study dealing with the responses of married women to a set 
of stick-figure pictures 9 each of which represents a 
situation in which married couples f'ind themselves.. Your 
participation in this study will invobre between one and 
one-half to two hours of your tim.e.. More than one hour at 
any one time wi,11 never be required .. 

Rather than ask you to commit yourselves at this time to 
this research study, we are asking that you stop by Room 226 
in the New Home Economics building on Thursday or Friday of 
this wee le~ Mar ch 8 or 9 9 and talk with Mrs.. Pine or Dr. 
Schalock further about the specific requirements of the 
study.. On the basis of this d.iscussion, we are hoping that 
you will see your way clear to cooperate in the research. 

'l'he cooperation of all married students in the School of 
Home Economi.cs is needed for this research.. I am sure that 
the experience would be enjoyable to you~ so please stop by 
Room 226 NEE for a few minutes on Thursday or Friday of this 
weeko 

Sincerely yours, 

(signed) Lela OtToole 

Dean 



.APPENDIX D 

INFORMATION DESCRIBING THE STUDY 

TOi Married Women Students 

FROMi Mrs. Lavern Pine and.Dr. Sehalock 

RE:.; Requirements of students participating in the research 
study dealing with the response of married women to a 
set of stick-figure pictures. 

The purpose of the research study in which you have been 
asked to cooperate is to determine which of three administra
tive procedures, individual oral, individual written or group 
written, is the most effective and at the same time the most 
economical way to administer the stick-figure pictures. 

Each subject cooperating in the study will be required 
to make up a story about each of twelve stick-figure pictures. 
Four or· these stories will be told to the interviewer and 
four will be written when you are in a group. Past experience 
indicates that each story will take approximately five minutes 
to tell or write. 

You will be required to come to the N.H.E. building on 
either two or three occasions to tell these stories, one of 
these meetings, that with the group, being in the evening. 
No one of these occasions will take more than one hour of 
your time. The evening period will require approximately 
only one-half an houro For the scheduling of these meetings, 
check with Mrso Pineo 
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APPENDIX E 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR nTHOUGHT UNIT'i SCORING 

ldentification of thought unit2 g In order to score the 

an thought units~u within a protocol for evidence of sa tisfac~, 

tion, dissatisfaction or neutrality, it becomes necessary 

to first identify the thought units~ ~o The statements 

and examples that follow are designed to help the rater in 

this process 9 and have been taken in part from the article 

by Dollard and Mowrero 1 

A thought unit'J in most cases, appears to be what 

grammarians call an nindependent clauseo rrn Sometimes a 

sentence will consist of only one such clause:; eogo, nHe 

went into the houseo ev There are sentences'J however" that 

consist of more than one independent clause g e o g. , i 1He was 

scheduled to go to the calisthenics class, and this raised 

the question of gym equipment, as he would need money for 

this., ua In terms of independent clauses? or 11 ideas that will 

stand alone? uu this sentence breaks down as follows g nHe was 

scheduled to go to the calisthenics class 9/ (and) this raised 

the question of gyr.a equipment.,/ (as) he would need money for 

this o ri 

1Dollard, ,L, and Mowrer, o .. H.. A method of measuring 
tensi.on in written documents., J,. abnorm" ..§.2.£0 ~., 1947, 
42, 3=32o 
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In breaking sentences up into clauses it may be necessary 

to supply missing words. Thus, ~He is more comfortable/ and 

(he is) happier away from them, tooo n A sentence such as, "He 

was feeling restless, uneasy., and uneertain,rv means, 11He was 

feeling restless;/ (he was feeling) uneasy;/ and (he was 

feeling) uncertain 0 tV 

On the other hand, the sentence, nwe said that he was 

perfectly at liberty to do that," cannot be broken into two 

independent clauses ( 1•We said;/ (that) he was perfectly at 

liberty to do thaton) The reason that such a separation is 

not permissible is that the verb ~said" is transitive and 

requires the clause, t&that he was perfectly at liberty to do 

that,n as its objeeto 

If a parenthetical clause is non-restrictive, ioe., if 

it can stand alone and does not distort the meaning of the 

rest of the sentence when taken away, it can be treated as 

independento Thus, "Dro Blank, who incidentally is a German 

refugee psychiatrist, feels that the boy is now prepared to 

make an adjustment;" is equivalent to saying, "Dr. Blank is a 

German refugee psychiatrist;/ he feels that the boy is now 

prepared to make an adjustment .. u But if the sentence had 

said, ~The doctor who is a German refugee psychiatrist feels 

that the boy is now prepared to make an adjustment," there 

would be only one independent clause, or thought unito 

If a sentence is ungrammatical or contains obvious 

typographical errors, it should be converted into proper form 

and treated as any other sentenceo For example, "It was felt 
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also important that this boy for us to try and plan i.f possi

ble away from :Manhattan," should read., r1 rt was .felt also 

important .for us to try to plan that this boy (should live) 

away .froni :Manhattan i.f possible.,n If an ungrammatical 

sentence is not intelligible at all 9 it should be disregarded. 

In scoring sentences which refer to the husband and wife 

performing in the same capacity 11 the husband and wife are to 

be treated as one unit~ e.g. 9 "The husband and wife were look

ing out of the window.,n However, if a sentence should read, 

ttThey were washing their hands and face., n it should be treated 

. as two unitsg e.g., nThey were washing their hands/ (they were 

washing their) face .. " 

Scoring tho-qg__ht units: After having identified the thought 

units in a sentence, our task is then to decide for eaeh 

unit whether it indicates (a) satisfaction, (b) d~ssatis

faction, or (c) neutrality .. Thought units are to be labeled 

as evidencing satisfaction if they are characterized by feel

ing qualities of happiness., reward 9 pleasantness., pleasurable~ 

ness 9 relaxation, comfort., or any other evidence of~ re~u,__~

!ion of unpleasant tension or of the presence of or increase 

in pleasur~ble_tensiono Thought units are to be labeled as 

evidencing dissatisfaetion if they are characterized by feel

ing qualities of unhappiness 1 unpleasantness; pain, suffering, 

want 9 diseomfort or any other evidence of !!,._npl~nt tensiono 

Thought units are to be labeled as neutral if neither of the 

feeling qualities of satisfaction or dissatisfaction are not 

expressed or if they are expressed in approximately equal 
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ar11Quu:ts:. O 

The individual statements are to be rated irrespective 

of contexta They are also to be rated in terms of how we 

feel the average person or the majority of people would feel 

in the si tua tiono If there is doubt as to how this tr average 11 

person would feel 9 the unit is to be scored as neutralo Also 9 

whenever a clause contains a word or words that do not connote 

pleasurable or unpleasant tension? eago 9 sleep 9 curiosity, 

interest 51 etco 9 it is to be scored as neutral unless the 

clause i.s so worded that there can be little doubt as to the 

directionality of the tension .. 

If it seems that the feeling quality of the unit is 

more rewarding than painful 9 i.,eo 9 i.f the general level of 

tension is lower at the end of the clause than at the begin= 

ning? the clause is to be labeled as evidencing satisfactiona 

If 9 on the other hand? it is felt that the tension level is 

probably greater at the end of the clause than at the begin·= 

ning it is to be scored as e-videncing dissatisfaetion.. (You 

may find it useful in trying to discrj.minate between these 

two types of states to ask yourself whether you would or 

would not like to experience such a state yourselfo) If it 

seems that there :ls neither an over~·all reduct::\i.on or increase 

in tension 9 or i.f you were uncertain about the situation, the 

clause is to be scored neutralo 

Try not to attempt to rvinterpret, tu rvevaluate,,1] or assign 

meani.ng 11 to purely factual statements unless you feel that 

the motivational implications of such behavior is relatively 
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unequivocal 9 i.eo, they will be consistently interpreted in 

the same way by otherso If you feel that there is a good 

chance that others will not interpret the statement as you 

have interpreted it~ score the clause as being neutralo 

In general, score all questions as neutral on the grounds 

that they do not make a statement about either satisfaction 

,or dissatisfaction and anything which can be said about them 

in this connection must necessarily be in the nature of an 

interpretationo 
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